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Jr.
Rlisiness

The Honorable
Dale Rumpers
Rankinq Minority
Member
Committee on Small Business
United States Senate
In response to your letter
of June 13, 1985, we reviewed
the
Small. Business
Administration's
(SBA) Certificate
of Competencv
(COC) Proqram, which vou noted had not received
a comprehensive
The COC Proqram is intended
to assure that
review in 10 vears.
small bllsinesses,
especiallv
new entrants
into the federal
procurement
market,
are afforded
a fair opportunitv
to receive
qovernment
contracts.
[Jnder this proqram,
a federal
aqencv that
has denied a procurement
contract
to a small business
that offered
the lowest responsive
bid must inform SBA of its decision,
and the
small. btlsiness
may apply to SRA to review its ability
to perform
the contract.
If SRA certifies
the business
as competent,
the
btlsiness
is to receive
the contract.
Subsequent
to contract
award, SRA is to monitor
the contract
until
it is completed,
Based on aqreements
reached with your offices,
we focused our
effort
on (1) developins
overall
proqram statistics,
(2) reviewinq
, SRA procedllres
for determininq
capabilities
of the COC applicants,
, (3) reviewing
the basis for SBA decisions
to issue COCs,
(4) reviewing
SOA procedures
for monitorinq
COC contractor
performancm,
(5) comparinq
contractor
performance
on COC and
non-CCC contracts,
and (6) obtaininq
contractinq
officers'
views
of the CCC Proqram.
On Januarv 9, 1986, we qave an in-proqress
hriefinq
to vour staff
and were reauested
to provide
this briefinq
rcwort.
Overall,
SRA's statistical
information
shows that between
fiscal
years 1981 and 1985, the annual number of COC applications
increased
from 880 to 1,652, with the approval
rate fluctuatinq
between 50 and 56 percent.
We found that SBA procedures
for
assessi.nq a prospective
contractor's
capabilities
are sufficient
to address thp standards
established
bv the Federal Acquisition
Requlation.
Moreover,
its procedures
are qenerally
consistent

R-220769

with Department
of Defense and General Services
Administration
procedures
for assessing
a prospective
contractor's
capabilities.
we found that,
Further,
in a random sample of 287 applications
in
5 of SBA's 10 regional
offices,
SBA was following
its procedures
for assessing
a prospective
contractor's
capabilities,
with minor
exceptions,
but it was not always carrying
out required
monitoring
procedures.
Prior work we performed
and a comparison
of a limited
number
of current
contracts
indicated
that COC and non-COC contractors
perform similarly.
Further,
the majority
of contracting
officers
reported
that COC contractors
performed
as well as non-COC
contractors
but that SRA's monitoring
activities
were inadequate.
SRA added eight employees to the COC staff
in fiscal
year
and plans to add another nine employees in fiscal
year 1986,
Notwithstanding
this
a total
increase
of about 59 percent.
increase,
SEA said that because of increased
applications
it did
While
not have the staff
to carry out required
monitoring.
monitoring
activities
have not always been conducted
as required,
SBA has not formally
set priorities
for its monitoring
activities
nor revised
its monitoring
requirements
to reflect
its views of
staffing
availability.
1985

We received
comments from SBA that generally
agreed with this
SBA said that it planned to formally
establish
report's
findings.
monitoring
priorities
in revised
procedures
expected
to be issued
in June 1986.
SBA suggested
certain
clarifications,
which were
incorporated
into the report
where appropriate.
Unless you publicly
release
its contents
earlier,
we will
make this report
available
to other interested
parties
30 days
At that time, copies of the report
will
be
after
the issue date.
sent to appropriate
congressional
committees;
the Administrator,
Small Business
Administration;
the Director,
Office
of Management
and Budget; and other interested
parties.
~ please

Should you wish
contact
me on

additional
(202)

information

on this

275-6111.

/*John H. Luke
Associate
Director
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SECTION 1
BACKGROUND
0 Program

Purpose

o Program

Administration

o Dollars

and Personnel

6

Involved

BACKGROUND
The Certificate
of Competency (COC) Program is authorized
by
section
8(b)(7)
of the Small Business Act of 1958,
as amended (15
The Program's
purpose is to assure that small
U.S.C. 637 (b)(7)).
especially
new entrants
into the federal
business
concerns,
are afforded
a fair opportunity
to receive
procurement
market,
The COC process begins when a government
government
contracts.
contracting
officer
determines
that a small business
that offers
the lowest responsive
bid lacks responsibility,
which means that
it does not have the attributes
of competency,
capacity,
credit,
and/or tenacity
to perform
the contract
integrity,
perseverance,
The contracting
officer
usually
makes such a
adequately.
determination
on the basis of a special
review (pre-award
survey)
The contracting
officer
cannot,
of the business'
capabilities.
Instead,
reject
the bid.
the case must be
however, unilaterally
referred
to the Small Business Administration
(SBA) for final
disposition.
After
the receipt
of a referral
from an agency, SBA will
contact
the small business
to determine
if it wants to appeal the
negative
determination
concerning
its responsibility
by applying
for a COC. If the business
applies,
SBA is required
within
15
working days after
the receipt
of an acceptable
referral,
or a
longer period
agreed to by SBA and the contracting
agency, to
determine
independently
whether the small business
is capable of
performing
the work in question.
If SBA determines
that the
business
is capable of performing
the contract,
it will
issue a
COC to the contracting
agency.
Upon receipt
of the COC, the
contracting
agency is to award the subject
contract
to the
business.
On the basis of SBA's favorable
findings,
the
contracting
officer
will
sometimes award the contract
to the
business
before SBA issues
a COC.
SBA classifies
this as a
"direct
award."
SBA administers
the program primarily
through
its 10 regional
dffices.
In fiscal
year 1985,
SBA allotted
8 additional
staff
positions
to the regional
offices
for a total
of 37 full-time
positions
to carry out the COC Program.
SBA headquarters
had one
full-time
position
assigned
to COC duties.
SBA employees assigned
to other programs in the district
and
regional
offices
assist
in the COC Program by making financial
surveys for COC determinations
and by monitoring
COC contracts.
SBA estimated
that the COC Program cost about $1.4 million
to
administer
in fiscal
year 1985.
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SECTION 2
OBJECTIVES,

SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

o Requirements

of Request

o How We Handled:
--Sample
--Records
--Interviews
--Questionnaire
Officers
o Period

of Review

I

8

for

Contracting

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND
METHODOLOGY
In a letter
dated June 13, 1985, the Chairman and the Ranking
TJnited States
Minority
Member, Committee on Small Business,
us to conduct a broad review of the COC Program
Senate, requested
we were requested
to review:
administered
by SBA. Specifically,
(1)

overall

(2)

SBA procedures
applicants,

(3)

the

(4)

SBA procedures

(5)

contractor
performance
on COC contracts
non-COC contracts,
and

(6)

contracting

basis

COC Program

for

for

statistics,
determining

SBA's decisions
for

officers'

monitoring

the
to

capabilities

issue

COCs,

COC contractor

views

of COC

performance,

compared

with

of the COC Program.

To accomplish
the first
objective,
we obtained
SBA's
computerized
file
for fiscal
years 1981 through
1985, showing,
the number of COC referrals
and applications
among other things,
received;
the disposition
of each application;
and the value of
the contracts
and amount of contract
costs avoided -- the
difference
between the award price
to the COC recipient
and the
price offered
by the next lowest bidder.
For objectives
two through four,
we reviewed
SBA procedures
used by the regional
offices
in determining
the capabilities
of
COC applicants
and monitoring
contractor
performance
after
the COC
award.
We compared SBA procedures
for determining
a firm's
capabilities
with the requirements
of the Federal Acquisition
Regulation
(FAR), as well as the pre-award
survey procedures
of
tile Department
of Defense (DOD) and the General Service
Administration
(GSA).
Also, we randomly selected
for detailed
review 300 of about 1,300 COC applications
received
by the 5 SBA
regional
offices
that the requesters
had asked us to examine -Boston, Philadelphia,
Atlanta,
Dallas,
and San Francisco
-- from
October 1982,
through March 1985.
See appendix
I for an overview
of the sample cases.
We designed the sampling
plan to provide
estimates
with a sampling error of no more than 5 percent
at the
95 percent
confidence
level
for the 5 SBA regions.
From our sample of 300 COC applications,
we eliminated
13
cases for the following
reasons.
In five cases, the contractor
decided not to file
a COC application;
in two cases the files
could not be located;
and in six cases the referrals
were made due
to a finding
of non-compliance
with the requirements
of the
Walsh-Healey
Act (41 U.S.C. 35(a))
and therefore
were not subject
to the regular
review procedures
for determining
responsibility.
Walsh-Healey
cases involve
firms that contracting
agencies
9

determine
to be ineligible
for supply contracts
because they were
found not to be the manufacturer
of, or a regular
dealer
in, the
materials,
supplies,
articles,
or equipment
to be manufactured
or
used in the performance
of the contract.
To fulfill
the fifth
objective,
a comparison
of COC and
non-COC contractor
performance,
we compared contractor
performance
on 8 COC contracts
and 10 non-COC contracts
at the Army Missile
Command, Huntsville,
Alabama, and 10 COC contracts
and 10 non-COC
contracts
at the San Antonio Air Logistics
Center,
Kelly Air Force
Base, Texas.
While we attempted
to compare contracts
that were
similar
in size and purpose,
our sample was not scientifically
Also, we
based and, as such, the results
cannot be projected.
conducted
a literature
search to identify
studies
comparing
we reviewed
performance
of COC and non-COC contractors.
Further,
the results
of three GAO studies
conducted
in 1978,
1980,
and
1983.

To obtain
views on the COC Program from contracting
officers,
We
sent
the
we developed
and pretested
a questionnaire.
questionnaire
to all contracting
officers
whom we identified
as
referring
a case to any of the five SBA regional
offices
included
We mailed a
in our review between October 1984 and June 1985.
questionnaire
to 402 contracting
officers
and received
responses
from 327, a response rate of 81 percent.
We interviewed
at SBA headquarters
We
in our review.
concerning
various
performance
on COC

SBA officials
responsible
for the COC Program
and at the five SBA regional
offices
included
also interviewed
officials
in DOD and GSA
aspects of the COC Program and contractor
contracts.

We conducted
our review between July 1985 and January 1986 in
accordance
with generally
accepted government
auditing
standards,
but
we did not validate
the accuracy of the SBA computer data.
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SECTION 3
STATISTICS

SHOWGROWTHOF COC PROGRAM

o COC Program Has Grown Each Year Durinq
Last 5 Years
o COC Program Grew at a Much Faster
Year 1985,
Than in the Previous

1;

4

the

Rate in Fiscal
Years

STATISTICS

SHOWGROWTHOF COC PROGRAM

In terms of the number of referrals
and applications,
the COC
Program has grown steadily
over the last 5 years (Table 3.1).
Moreover,
the value of contracts
and direct
awards also reflect
a
steady growth in the COC Program if four unusually
large contracts
in fiscal
years 1981 and 1982 are subtracted
from the totals.
The
value of COC contracts
in fiscal
year 1981 included
one $268
million
contract
and the value
of the 1982 contracts
included
three contracts
totaling
$279 million,
of which one was a direct
award of $55 million
(Table 3.2).
The rate of growth in fiscal
year 1985 was greater
than the
rate in the previous
4 years.
For example,
the average growth in
referrals,
applications,
and COCs issued from fiscal
year 1981
through fiscal
year 1984 was about 6 percent
compared to a 1985
growth rate of 38 percent
for referrals,
SO percent
for
applications,
and 62 percent
for COCs. According
to SBA's
Director,
Office
of Industrial
Assistance,
much of the fiscal
year
1985
growth rate is attributable
to a stricter
review of
contractors
with poor prior
performance
records
and without
approved quality
assurance systems by DOD's Defense Logistic
Agency (DLA).
1981

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show program
through
1985.

Table

3.1:

COCProgram Activities

statistics

Fiscal Years

Fiscal
q

Referrals
to SBA

Contractor
applicationsb

COC
approvals

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

2,652
2,837
2,949
3,072
4,223

880
998
1,071
1,099
1,652

489
495
556
547
884

15,733

5,700

Ibtal

for

2,971

2,042
I

years

1981-1985a

Application
denials
322
409
393
378
540

fiscal

Direct awards
without a COC
12
13
20
29
-54
128
D

aStatistics
were compiled by G&J from SBA's computerized management
information system.
bTt-te number of approvals, direct awards, and denials does not equal the
number of applications because of such things as: applications withdrawn,
referrals withdrawn, and procurements withdrawn.
13

Table

Fiscal
year

Dollar Significance

3.2:

Value of direct

Value of COCcontracts

Total

$

awards

(thousands)

(thousands)
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

of COCPrograma

$ 3,243
59,605b
6,766
8,608
14,048

411,199b
412,863b
167,342
236,633
281,221

$92,270

$1,509,258

astatistics
were compiled by GAOfrom SBA's computerized management
information system.
b&nounts were influenced by a few oil and/or jet fuel contracts
much larger than the average CCYC
contract.

that were

SBA officials
said that the number of COC referrals
from
contracting
agencies
could be increased
several
times when the FAR
401 of P.L.
98-577, approved
is revised
to incorporate
section
October 30, 1984.
This act prohibits
SBA from establishing
an
exemption
for a referral
or refusing
to accept a referral
from a
contracting
agency.
The FAR presently
exempts from referral
to
SBA procurements
being made under its small purchase procedures
provision,
which cannot exceed $10,000
for civil
agencies
and
$25,000 for defense agencies.
DLA officials
estimated
that SBA
could receive
about 33,000 referrals
annually
from them after
this
exemption
is eliminated
from the FAR.
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SECTION 4
SBA COC PROCEDURESPROVIDE
THE BASIS FOR SOUND DECISIONS
o SBA Procedures

Require

o SBA Procedures
and GSA's

are Generallv

16

a Comprehensive
Consistent

Review
With

DOD's

SBA COC PROCEDURESPROVIDE
'J'JX BASIS FOR SOUND DECISIONS
SBA procedures
for determining
a prospective
contractor's
capabilities
are consistent
with the general
standards
for
determining
a responsible
contractor
as outlined
in the FAR and
provide
the opportunity
for SBA staff
to make sound COC
To implement
these procedures,
professional
judgment
decisions.
is a key factor
in each decision
to issue or to deny a COC. The
COC procedures
generally
require
that the prospective
contractor
submit to SBA detailed
financial
and production
information.
SBA's industrial
specialist
and financial
specialist
Additionally,
(loan officer)
are required
to visit
the prospective
contractor's
facilities
to obtain
firsthand
information
and make observations.
On the basis of the information
supplied
and personal
observation,
the specialists
are to prepare written
reports
with
recommendations
to a COC review committee
on whether to issue or
deny a COC. The COC review committee
is to analyze
the
specialists'
reports
and make a recommendation
to the appropriate
are comparable
authority
to issue or deny a COC. SBA procedures
We tested
to DOD's and GSA's for conducting
pre-award
surveys.
the application
of the procedures
in the 287 cases that comprised
our sample and found only minor deviations
from the procedures.
SBA procedures
a comprehensive

require
review

FAR, which is the primary
procurement
regulation
followed
by
all federal
executive
agencies
to acquire
supplies
and services,
prescribes
the standards
and procedures
for determining
a
responsible
contractor.
It states
that a contractor
must (1) have
(2) be able to comply with the
adequate financial
resources,
required
or proposed delivery
or performance
schedule,
(3) have a
(4) have a satisfactory
record of
satisfactory
performance
record,
integrity
and business
ethics,
(5) have in place or the ability
to
obtain
the necessary
organization,
experience,
accounting
and
'operational
controls,
and technical
skills,
(6) have in place or
the' ability
to obtain
the necessary
production,
construction,
and
technical
equipment
and facilities,
and (7) be otherwise
qualified
and eligible
to receive
an award under applicable
laws and
regulations.
To address each of the FAR standards
for determining
a
SBA procedures
require
its staff
to obtain
responsible
contractor,
information
from procuring
agencies and contractors,
and to
develop observations
based on site visits.
When notifying
SBA of
its decision
to reject
a prospective
small business
contractor,
the procuring
agency must provide
--the

pre-award

--the

contracting

survey

and supporting

officer's

papers,

determinations
17

and findings,

--the
abstract
and

of bids

--the
solicitation,
drawings.

if

it

is an advertised

including

procurement,

the specifications

and

Upon receiving
this information,
SBA contacts
the small
business
to determine
if it is interested
in pursuing
a COC. If
interested,
SBA requires
the business
to make a formal application
and provide
SBA with detailed
financial
and production
information,
including
--an outline
of production
plans,
loading
and delivery
schedules
and proposed;
--a

list
of principal
subcontractors'
including
copies of agreements;

--plans
for
supplies,

placing
orders for
and subcontracting;

--suitability
of quoted
of necessary
supplies,
--resumes
needed
skills;

names and addresses,

materials,

equipment,

delivery
schedules
and availability
materials,
and parts;

of

inspection

procedures

and

--financial
including

statements
prepared within
profit
and loss statements

--cash

projections:

flow

financing,
source;

--written

of the bank account

confirmation

list
of all government
contracts
customers
during
the past 3 years.

quality

control

the past 90 days
for the past 3 years;

--resources
for outside
commitments
from the

--a

plant
in-house

of key personnel
and documented availability
of
technical
and supervisory
personnel
and special

--documentation
plans;

,

including
overall
of each contract,

as needed,

with

balance;

and principal

positive
and
civilian

the COC applicant
at the time of the request
SBA informs
these data that it is the applicant's
responsibility
to
demonstrate
competency clearly
with sufficient
documentary
evidence
in order to be granted
a COC.
Depending on the reasons given for the
an industrial
finding
of non-responsibility,
specialist
is required
to visit
the firm.
industrial
specialist's
visit
is to survey
and review with it the requirements
of the
18

for

procuring
agency's
and/or financial
The purpose of the
the firm's
facilities
proposed contract
and

the data slIpplied
by the firm to demonstrate
its capability
to
The industrial
specialist's
site visit
is optional
for
perform.
contracts
under $10,000 and may be waived if a specialist
had
If the solicitation
is for a service
recentlv
visited
the firm.
facilitv
is
only
its office,
a
and the prospective
contractor's
the
procedures
in
such
cases,
However,
visit
mav also be waived.
require
that consideration
be qiven to visitinq
the facility
where
the work is to be performed.
The financial
specialist
is qenerally
required
to make a site
visit
if adeauate financial
resources
are a factor
in the agency's
The financial
specialist
is to
findina
of non-responsibilitv.
make an on-site
survey of the firm's
facilities
to develop the
inspection
of inventory,
financial
aspects of the case, includinq
work in proqress,
and the cash flow projections
for the total
work load as well as for the proposed COC contract.
The indllstrial
and financial
specialists
are required
to
The
prepare reports
on the basis of the information
obtained.
industrial
specialist
completes
the "SBA Plant Survey,"
which must
be accompanied bv a narrative
report.
The narrative
should
discuss
pertinent
factors,
both favorable
and unfavorable,
relatinq
to the prospective
contractor's
capability.
The
financial
specialist
completes
the "Loan Officer's
Report,"
which
contains
the analysis,
findinqs,
and recommendation
with respect
to the prospective
contractor's
financial
competency.
The report
should inclllde
information
on the firm's
existing
workinq
capital
specific
amounts and sources of credit,
together
and net worth,
with confirmation
of that credit
from suppliers,
financial
institutions,
or individuals.
The report
is to conclude with a
summarv of findinqs
and a recommendation
to either
issue or denv
the CO?.
SBA procedures
further
require
that each COC case be
presented
before a review committee
established
at each SBA
Reqional
Office.
The Reqional
COC Review Committee
is 'chaired
by
the Assistant
Reqional
Administrator
for Procurement
Assistance
dnd is comprised of an industrial
specialist,
a senior
reqional
financial
officer,
and a reqional
counsel.
The committee
examines
Bach case and makes a recommendation
to the Reqional
Administrator
for Procurement
Assistance
for final
decision.
The Reqional
Administrator
has authority
to denv a CCC pertaininq
to a contract
bid of any amount and to approve a COC for a contract
bid up to
$2 milli0n.l
A contract
bid over $2 million
must be submitted
to
the Associate
Administrator
for Procurement
and Technical
Assistance
at SRA headquarters
for a final
COC decision.
-_L#---.---

IEffective
December 24, 1985, the approval
to $5 million
for a period of 1 year.
19

authority

was increased

As Dart of our analysis
of the 287 cases, we tested
implcmcntation
of the SRA COC procedures
to determine
if (1)
reotlired
site visits
were made, (2) the review committee
disaqreed
with specialist
recommendations
without
additional
support,
and
(3) cas;Ps were processed
within
15 workdavs.
Of ol~r 287 sample cases, the industrial
specialists
did not
make a reallired
visit
i.n 4 instances.
While the files
do not
explain
whv the visits
were not made, we noted that in one case
the prospective
contractor
visited
the SRA office
and in two cases
the contract
bid amounts were small,
S15,OOO and $35,500.
We did
not note anvthinq
in the file
for the remaininq
case that could
explain
whv a visit
was not made.
In each of these four cases,
SRA did not issue a C9C.
The financial
specialist
did not make a required
visit
in 11
cases.
While the files
do not explain
whv the visits
were not
made, we noted that a financial
specialist
contacted
the
prosnsctive
contractor
bv telephone
in four cases, visited
with
the prospective
contractor
at an SRA office
in two cases, and
visited
the prospective
contractor
at his home in one case.
We
did not note anythinq
in the files
for the remaininq
cases that
cotlld explain
whv a visit
was not made.
report
had been prepared bv the
In all 287 cases, a narrative
industrial
specialist
and, where approoriate,
a report
had been
The
prepared
bv the financial
snecialist
in all except 1 case.
COC review committee
aenerallv
accepted the snecialists'
recommendations.
The committees
aqreed with the specialists'
of the total
recommendations
in 268 cases, or 93 percent
did not aqree with
reviewed.
In the 19 cases where the committees
the specialists'
recommendations,
the file
showed that the
committees
had obtained
additional
documentation
subseauent
to the
For
reviews
to support
their
decisions
in 10 cases.
specialists'
the remaining
nine cases, the committees
came to a different
conclusion
after
analvzina
the same information.
The review committees
were properly
formed in 259 of the 287
Ytn these 22 cases, the
cases and not properly
formed in 22 cases.
ihdllstrial
specialist
was absent in 13 cases, the reqional
counsel
officer
was absent in 2
was absent in 5 cases, the financial
cases, and both the industrial
snecialist
and reaional.
counsel
were absent in 2 cases.
In 6 of the 287 cases, 2 were direct
awards and did not require
a review by a committee,
and the
information
was not in the file
in 4 cases.
Concerninq
processinq
time, the files
showed that SRA made
its determination
within
the 15-day period
in 45 percent,
or 128
of the 287 cases and was awarded an extension
of time by the
SRA
rontractinq
aqencv in another 42 percent,
or 120 cases.
after
15 days without
any
processed
3 1 cases, or ahollt 11 nercent,
Of the remaininq
eiqht cases, four
extensions
beinq qranted.
invol.ved direct
awards and processinq
time was not a factor,
and
the files
did not indicate
the processinq
time in the other four
time for our sample cases.
Table 4.1 shows pxocessinq
cases.
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Table

4.1:

Processing

Time for

COC Cases
Cases

Number

of

Number

workdays
15 and under

Percent

128

44.6

16-20

84

29.3

21-25

32

11.1

26-35

17

5.9

36 and over

18

6.3

279

97.2

Subtotal

Not applicable

8

Total

287

2.8
100.0

SBA procedures
are qenerally
consistent
with DOD's and GSA's
SRA procedures
for determining
the capabilities
of a COC
applicant
are generally
consistent
with DOD and GSA procedures
implementing
the FAR for conducting
pre-award
surveys.
SBA policy
is to work closely
with government
procuring
offices
to ensure
that government
procurement
regulations
and SBA operating
procedures
are consistent.
We reviewed
and compared SBA, DOD, and GSA procedures
for
to be considered
when assessing
the technical,
production,
quality
assurance,
and financial
capabilities
of a prospective
contractor.
We noted general
agreement in the items the three
For example,
agencies require
to be considered.
DOD procedures
for determining
the technical
capability
of a prospective
contractor
require
a pre-award
survey team to assess the
prospective
contractor's
key management personnel
to determine
if
they have the basic technical
knowledge,
experience,
and
understanding
of the requirements
necessary
to produce the product
or provide
the service.
The procedures
require
that adequate
technical
management resources
must exist
or be available
to the
firm before a contract
is awarded.
DOD procedures
state that the
areas to be considered
when assessing
technical
capability
include
the following:
ieems
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--a

full
understanding
of the
specifications
and drawings;

--availability

of technical

--possession
of technical
such as special
tooling

technical

management

requirements,
personnel;

knowledge
in specialized
and test equipment.

such as
and
areas,

GSA procedures
require
a quality
assurance
specialist
to
assess key personnel's
understanding
of contract
terms relating
to
quality;
to develop background
information
on key personnel;
and
to analyze
the availability
of production
equipment,
test
equipment,
and special
tooling.
SBA procedures
require
the industrial
specialist
to review
and document the background
and experience
of management; the
requirements
for and availability
of additional
personnel,
and the requirements
for
especially
those with required
skills;
special
tools,
dies, gauges, jigs,
fixtures,
and additional
test
state that when determining
the
Also, SBA procedures
equipment.
applicant's
ability
to meet the proposed contract
requirements,
full
consideration
shall
be given to management's
depth,
experience,
background,
capability,
and past performance.
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SECTION 5
MOST COCs ISSUED INVOLVED A CHANGE IN CIRCUMSTANCES
o 83 Percent of COCs Issued
Changed Circumstances

Involved

o Changes Were in Two Broad Categories:
--

Factual
Changes Due to the Time
Difference
Between the Referring
Agency's Pre-Award Survey and SBA's
Review, and

--

Information
on Circumstances
SBA Identified
That May Have Existed
at the Time
of the Pre-Award Survey.
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MOST COCS ISSUED INVOLVED A CHANGE IN CIRCUMSTANCES
To determine
what affect
changes in circumstances
in the time
between the aqencies'
and SBA's reviews of prospective
contractors'
capabilities
had on SBA's decisions
on the 166 cases
we compared information
in our sample in which a COC was issuedl
in SBA's files
on the agencies'
basis for their
decisions
and on
SBA's basis for its decisions.
Our analysis
showed that SBA's decisions
on 138, or about 83
percent,
of the COCs in our sample were affected
by circumstances
and/or information
that differed
from those available
at the time
of the contracting
agency's
review of the firm's
capability.
The
extent
to which changed circumstances
affected
SBA's decisions
varied.
In some cases, the change affected
the basic reason for
the finding
of non-responsibility,
whereas in other cases it
affected
only a part of the reason.
in one case a
For example,
company was referred
for inadequate
financial
resources
because it
did not have sufficient
funds to complete
the proposed contract;
however, by the time SBA reviewed
the COC application,
the company
had established
a line of credit.
Cases that we identified
in which a change in circumstances
affected
SBA's decision
can be placed into two general
categories.
First,
there were cases in which a factual
change
occurred
between the time of the procuring
agency's
pre-award
survey and the COC review such as: implementing
an adequate
quality
control
system, hiring
additional
employees,
acquiring
equipment,
and/or securing
a loan or a line of credit.
The second
group includes
those cases in which SBA identified
additional
information
or circumstances
that may have existed
at the time of
the pre-award
survey but were not considered.
For example, on a
company referred
for poor prior
performance,
SBA contacted
more
customers
than the pre-award
survey team had; on a company
referred
for inadequate
credit,
SBA identified
over $300,000 in
the bank; on a company referred
for inadequate
capacity,
SBA
identified
a prior
contract
for which the company produced a
qreatbr
quantity
of the item than called
for in the contract
involved
in the referral.
Agency officials
at DOD and GSA who were responsible
for
performing
pre-award
surveys told us they do not reevaluate
the
COC cases to identify
the reasons why SBA reached a different
conclusion.
They did say, however, that they were aware that a
change in circumstances
often occurs because of the time span
between when they do their
pre-award
survey and when SBA makes its
COC review.
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SECTION 6
SBA PROCEDURESCONSIDER CURRENT AND FUTURE
WORKLOADREQUIREMENTS IN ASSESSING
PROSPECTIVE CONTRACTORCAPACITY
o Eighteen
of the 287 Sample Cases Were
Referred
to SBA Because of Insufficient
to Meet Production
Requirements

Capacity

o SBA Considered
Existing
and Proposed Workload
Commitments in Assessing
the Prospective
Contractor's
Capacity
in Each of the 18 Cases
o SBA Agreed with the Prospective
Contracting
Agency's
Determination
in 8 Cases and Disagreed
in 10 Cases
,
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SAA PROCEDIJRESCONSIDER CURRENT
-------AND FUTURE WORKLOADRmmS
IN
--z=gP=yVE
CONTRACTORCAPACITY
To assess the prospective
contractor's
capacitv
to meet
SBA procedures
reauire
the industrial
production
requirements,
specialist
to consider
not only the requirements
of the contract
but also the reauirements
of the
suhiect
to the COC referral,
In doing so, SBA
firm's
other existinq
and proposed contracts.
considers
the auantity
and time of deliverv
under each contract.
Of the
287 sample
cases
reviewed,
we identified
18 that
were
referred
to SSA because a pre-award
survey team concluded
that the
prospective
contractor
did not have sufficient
production
capacity
SBA's industrial
to meet the contract
reauirements.
As required,
specialist
considered
the firm's
capacity
and workload
requirements
in the 18 cases.
SBA aqreed with the contractinq
aqencv in eight cases and, accordinqly,
did not issue COCs.

SBA overruled
the contracting
In the remaining
10 cases,
aqencies'
determinations
and issued COCs. We reviewed
these cases
for the reasons for SBA's decisions.
In six of these,
the files
a chanqe
of circumstances
occurred
between the time of
showed that
the pre-award
survey and the COC review.
In two, SBA concluded
that additional
labor was available
to expand the firm's
capacitv.
In one, SBA disaqreed
with the contracting
agency on
the amount
of work that
one
employee
could do.
For the remaining
case, SBA determined
that the prospective
contractor
had enouqh
available
capacity
to perform the contract
and that the contract
would not adverselv
affect
its other work.
The following
four
examples are tvpical
of the type of cases that SBA approved:
The aqency
pre-award
survey report
stated
that
to
the Eirm did-not
have adeauate space or adequate transportation
flrlfill
the contract
reauiroments.
The solicitation
was for
proyidinq
laundrv
services
at several
locations
and permitted
a
firm to bid on one or more locations.
Example

1 --

The SIM industrial
specialist's
report
stated
that the firm
had the reqrlisites
for servicing
one of the two locations.
The
report
also stated
that contracting
agency personnel
aqreed that
the firm had the capability
to service
one location.
A COC was
issued for one location,
and a contract
was awarded.
2 -The pre-award
survey report
stated
that the
contractor
proposed to accomplish
the task with four
and one janitor,
but further
discussion
with the
project
manaqer
indicated
a need for more employees.
The report
also stated
that the budqet contained
no provisions
for additional
people.
Example

prosp?ctive
stock clerks

The SRA indllstrial
specialist's
report
stated
that the
contractor
planned to use himself,
his wife,
and their
sons to do the required
work.
The report
also indicated
that
contract
collld be performed
with six to seven
employees
and
the bid price
included
sufficient
funds for seven employees.

prospective

six
the
that
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It concluded
that sufficient
labor was available.
issued,
and a contract
was awarded.

A COC was

Example 3 -- The pre-award
survey report
stated
that the
firm could not meet the production
schedule because two employees
could not cover the areas and the amount of equipment
to be
maintained.
The SBA industrial
specialist's
report
concluded
that,
on the basis of the location
of the equipment,
one
individual
could service
the proposed contract.
A COC was issued,
and a contract
was awarded.
-- The pre-award
survey report
stated
that the
firm's
time phase milestone
chart was in error.
Thus, it
concluded
that the error affected
the whole production
cycle.
that the claim of available
capacity
could not be
Also, it stated
considered
because the current
high number of delinquent
contracts
had created
an overload
condition
in the plant.

Y

The SBA industrial
specialist's
report
stated
that while the
firm's
performance
was less than satisfactory,
there was a
reasonable
assurance
that timely
deliveries
would be made because
it had available
machine time for working
the required
parts,
and
the impact of this work on existing
contracts
would be minimal.
A
and a contract
was awarded.
CCC was issued,

I
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SECTION 7
HOW SBA CONSIDERS PRIOR POOR PERFORMANCE
IN ASSESSING A FIRM'S CAPABILITY
o SBA Considers
Capabilities

Mitigating
of a Firm

Factors
Performing

When Assessing
Poorly

o SBA, as a Result of Such Factors,
Awarded
Firms That Yad Had Delinquent
Contracts
o SBA and DOD Differ
on the Treatment
of Prior
Poor Performance
in Deciding
Firm's
Capability
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the

COCs to

HOW SBA CONSIDERS PRIOR POOR PERFORMANCE
-IN ASSESSING A FIRM'S CAPABILITY
Section
2731
of the Competition
in Contracting
Act, Public
Law 98-369, 98 Stat.
494, 1195 (1984),
amended the Office
of
Federal Procurement
Policy
Act (41 [J.S.C. 403 (8)) by adding a
definition
of "responsible
source" that includes
a requirement
for
Our review of this act and
performance
record."
a "satisfactory
the Small Business Act of 1958, as amended (15 U.S.C. 637 (b)(7)),
and implementing
regulations
relevant
legislative
histories,
showed that no statutory
or regulatory
criteria
exist
to guide SBA
in evaluating
prior
performance
when making COC decisions.
In
addition,
SBA has not established
specific
written
criteria
to
malce such determinations.
SBA officials
told us that they consider
factors
such as
satisfactory
performance
on similar
items,
actions
taken to
correct
late delivery
problems
(delinquencies),
delinquencies
caused by unforeseen
events,
non-recurring
events,
available
capacity,
and trends toward better
performance.
As a result
of
such factors,
SBA has awarded COCs for firms that were delinquent
on prior
and current
contracts.
SBA procedures

state

that,

"One of the purposes of the COC procedure
is to assist
the applicant
in becoming established
or reestablished
with government
procuring
agencies.
It is not intended
that the procedure
be abused by forcing
acceptance
of a
bidder
in the face of continuing
delinquency
on other
government work. . ."
Both SRA and DOD officials
told us that SBA and DOD have
agreed to disagree
on the treatment
of prior
performance
in
Aeciding
a firm's
capability.
DOD written
policy
requires
that
when a firm has failed
in the past to make contract
deliveries
in
accordance with the prescribed
delivery
schedule
through no fault
of the government,
the pre-award
team is to make a "no award"
recohmendation.
In elaborating
on this policy,
DLA officials
told
us that even if the prospective
contractor
has taken action
to
porrect
the cause of its delinquencies,
it must satisfactorily
perform on one or more subsequent
contracts
before an "award"
recommendation
will
be made by a pre-award
team.
On the other hand, SBA, in its advocacy role for small
businesses,
is more willing
to give a prospective
small business
contractor
the benefit
of the doubt.
SBA's Director,
Office
of
Industrial
Assistance,
told us that SBA is more lenient
than DOD
when judging
prior
poor performance.
He said that SBA gives
Favorable
consideration
to factors
such as improved performance,
unforeseen
events causing past delinquencies,
and actions
to
correct
problems causing past delinquencies.
Also, a SRA regional
official
told us that while SBA's judgment of prior
performance
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was the major
other factors

factor
in assessinq
a firm's
ability
to produce,
are considered.
He said that the reqional
office:

--will
try to determine
reasons
oerformance
and will
usually
prospective
contractor
if the
can be easilv
corrected,
but
it if the basis for the problem

for the previous
poor
rule in favor of the
basis for poor performance
it will
usually
rule against
seems
unlikelv
to chanqe;

--will
usuallv
xllle in favor of the prospective
contractor
when poor performance
was found to be related
to some
unforeseen
event that is unlikely
to occur aqain:
--will
usually
rule in favor of the prospective
contractor
when it has a qood performance
record on the item that is
the subject
of the contract
involved
in the COC referral:
and
--will
usuallv
rule
when delinauencies
the qovernment.

in favor of the prospective
contractor
were determined
bv SBA to be caused

by

In our sample of 287 cases, prior
poor performance
was a
Of these, SRA
factor
in the reason for referral
in 109 cases.
agreed with the referrinq
aqencv in 51 cases, or about 47 percent,
and denied the COC. This percentaqe
is six points
higher than the
overall
denial
rate of 41 percent
for the cases in our sample (see
appendix I).
SBA overruled
the contractinq
agency and issued a COC in 58
bv DOD. For these cases, we
cases, of which 50 were referred
reviewed
the reasons for SBA's decisions
as they related
to
reason for the decision
In 15 cases, the primary
performance.
appeared to be a chanqe in circllmstances
between the pro-award
Philosophical
differences
between SBA
survey and the COC review.
and DOD appeared to be the primarv
reason for the decision
in 34
The remaining
case was one of the nine cases we discussed
cases.
earlier
in which
the COC reqional
review committee
did not agree
The followinq
cases are
with the specialists'
recommendations.
ex'amples of SBA's
consideration
of prior
poor
performance
in
assessinq
prospective
contractors'
capabilities:
1 -- The procurinq
aqency's
ore-award
survev report
that of the 56 contracts
the firm completed within
the past
36
were
completed
late.
It
also
said
that
it
was
delinquent
year,
on 9 of 40 current
contracts.
The report
stated
that shop
faulty
or inadequate
planninq,
noor Durchasinq
practices,
hackloq,
and poor production
planninq
and control
caused these
delinquencies.
Example

stated

The SAA industrial
firm had taken action
controls
so the firm's
improvinq.
The report
computer

system

to

specialist's
report
stated
that the
to improve its production
and material
overall
performance
was steadily
also stated
that the firm had installed
control
contract
follow-up
and administration,
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a

control
a cot.

inventories,

and monitor

production

schedules.

SBA issued

pre-award
survey report
stated
Example 2 -- The agency's
that,
during
the 13-month period ending October 31, 1984,
the
of which 17 were completed
late.
The
firm completed
25 contracts,
contracts
were caused
report
stated
that 10 of the 17 delinquent
by the contractor:
material
shortages
caused 5 and scheduling
deficiences
caused the other 5. The report
also stated
that 26 of
46 active
contracts
were delinquent,
of which 15 were
contractor-caused.
Moreover,
the report
recognized
actions
the
contractor
took to correct
its production
problems
and concluded
that,
based upon experience
in manufacturing
similar
items and the
availability
of material
and capacity,
it should have been able to
meet the delivery
requirement.
The report
stated
that
notwithstanding
recent corrective
action,
actual
performance
had
not confirmed
the effectiveness
of the actions
and no award was
recommended.
SBA concluded
been encouraging,
issued a COC.

that the corrective
and it anticipated

action
further

the firm took
improvements.

Example 3 -- The pre-award
survey report
stated
that
contracts
completed
within
the past year, 5 were completed
delinquent;
and of 18 current
contracts,
12 were delinquent
compared with the original
delivery
schedule.

had
SBA

of 7
when

The SBA industrial
specialist's
report
stated
that the firm
had to relocate
three times during
the last 18 months to
accommodate its growth.
The report
also said that the firm had
made a sincere
effort
to "catch up" and increase
its deliveries.
SBA issued a COC.
Example 4 -- The pre-award
survey report
stated
that the two
The
contracts
completed
in the last year were completed
late.
report! also stated
that one of three current
contracts
was late
more than 60 days, and the other two were late by less than 30
days.
The SBA industrial
specialist's
report
stated
that the firm
did not refute
the delinquencies
on past and current
contracts.
However, the report
stated
that the only contract
considered
pertinent
to the COC situation
was a contract
for items identical
to the proposed COC contract.
For that contract,
the firm made
the first
delivery
3 days early,
the second delivery
4 days late,
and the final
delivery
29 days late.
SBA issued a COC.
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SECTION 8
HOW SBA CONSIDERS SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
IN ASSESSING A FIRM'S CAPABILITY
o SBA Considers
They are Part
Referral

Special
Circumstances
of Both the Solicitation
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When
and

HOWSBA CONSIDERS SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCESIN ASSESSING A FIRM'S CAPABILITY
SBA's review of a COC referral
is influenced
by the reason
for the procuring
agency's
non-responsibility
determination.
SBA
officials
told us that if a proposed contract
contains
requirements
that the referring
agency considers
critical,
such as
strict
adherence to technical
specifications
or an urgent need for
a product or service
to be delivered
on time, and these critical
requirements
are involved
in the reason for the referral,
SBA
considers
them in its review.
The FAR, the COC Program regulations,
and SBA written
review
procedures
do not require
that special
consideration
be given to
the subject
matter of the proposed contracts,
the nature of the
goods and services
being procured,
or the impact on the federal
government of untimely
or other non-conforming
contractor
performance.
SBA's position,
as explained
by the Director,
Office
of Industrial
Assistance,
is to measure any special
circumstances
included
in the referral
letter
against
the contract
solicitation.
If the procuring
agency maintains
that the proposed
contract
includes
requirements
that warrant
special
consideration,
and these elements
are clearly
a part of the solicitation
and of
the agency referral,
then SBA will
consider
them during
its
processing
of the COC application.
If the contract
contains
critical
requirements,
but they are not a part of reason for the
finding
of non-responsibility,
then SBA would not necessarily
consider
them in its COC review.
Our analysis
of SBA's review of sample cases corroborated
the
Director's
comments that SBA considers
critical
elements
that are
a part of the reason for the referral.
Our review of the files
showed no instances
where SBA failed
to consider
a critical
Examples of referrals
that involved
critical
or
requirement.
urgently
needed items and SBA's handling
of them follow:
Example 1 -- A case was referred
to SBA because the pre-award
suirvey had identified
unsatisfactory
production
capability,
a poor
p&or iperformance
record,
and an inability
to meet the proposed
contract's
delivery
schedule.
The proposed contract
was for a
2-pinch flange
for use in critical
systems on submarines.
SBA's
in'dustrial
specialist's
report
and the COC committee's
meeting
minutes showed that SBA considered
all the reasons for the
referral
and noted that the critical
item was to be used on
submarines.
SBA denied a COC.
Example 2 -- A bid for Ml6 rifle
firing
pins was referred
for production
capability,
quality
assurance
capability,
financial
capability,
performance
record,
and ability
to meet the required
schedule.
The procuring
agency informed
SBA that this procurement
Our review
required
strict
adherence to technical
requirements.
of the case file
showed that SBA considered
each element of the
SBA denied a COC.
referral.
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SECTION 9
SBA MONITORING EFFORTS DO NOT ALWAYS
COMPLY WITH ITS PROCEDURES
o SBA Procedures
o Required
o Contractor
Not Always

Require

Monitoring

Monitoring

Not Always

Performance
Identified
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Problems

Performed

BBA MONITORING EFFORTS DO NOT ALWAYS
COMPLY WITH ITS PROCEDURES
After
the procuring
agency awards a COC contract,
SBA is
remquired to follow
established
procedures
for monitoring
each
contract
from award through completion
of the contract.
According
to SBA, the primary
monitoring
objectives
are to (1) ascertain
whether a firm will
need assistance
to complete
the contract,
and
(2) determine
contract
status.
SBA's five regional
offices,
however, did not always perform the required
monitoring.
SBA procedures

require

monitoring

SBA procedures
require
the industrial
specialist
and/or loan
officer
to visit
the contractor's
facility
upon being advised of
the contract
award and periodically
thereafter.
The frequency
of
subsequent
visits
is based on contract
progress.
Also, the
industrial
specialist
and loan officer
can monitor
the contract
by
telephone
and/or mail.
During the initial
visit,
SBA
representatives
are to alert
the contractor
to the importance
of
maintaining
the COC contract
and any other government
work on
schedule.
They are to give the contractor
appropriate
management
publications.
During subsequent
visits
and contacts,
SBA
specialists
are to ensure that orders are placed promptly;
satisfactory
delivery
schedules
are established;
and items needed
for production
are scheduled
for receipt
in sufficient
time and
amount to meet the contract's
delivery
schedule.
When checking
a firm's
financial
aspects,
SBA representatives
are to check on
such things
as current
financial
conditions
and changes since COC
application;
type and status of financial
arrangements;
adequacy
of financial
records;
adequacy of financing
and cash flow for the
COC contract
and any other business;
and financial
arrangements
with subcontractors
and the contracting
agency.
SBA is to document the performance
and financial
status
of
each COC contract
in a report,
"Contract
Progress
Report of
Ctirtificate
of Competency."
Until
February
1985,
this report
was
to be,completed
monthly.
Based on its review,
the Office
of
Management and Budget approved use of the report
on a quarterly
basis,
except in cases where performance
problems required
more
frequent
monitoring.
Instructions
for completing
the monitoring
report
state that
specific
information
is required
on the contract,
such as (1)
status of material
or component receipts,
(2) progress
on
prototypes,
and (3) other work accomplished
during
the period.
If
the contract
is delinquent,
the report
is to show the extent
of
the delinquency
in days and quantity,
cause of the delinquency,
what SBA is doing for corrective
action,
and actions
anticipated
during
the next reporting
period.
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Reauired

monitorinq

---not ,alwavs

perfprmed-

Our review of a sample of COC case files
showed that SBA was
not always performing
its monitorinq
activities
in accordance
with
its procedures.
SBA officials
knew that monitoring
of the COC
proqram was not beinq done as required.
They said this was caused
by the need to else a qreater
number of their
staff
to review the
number
of COC referrals
and applications.
increased
An SBA
internal
1984
report,
"Report to the Administrator
on the Analysis
of the Manaqement and Administration
of the Procurement
and
Technical
Assistance
Proqrams,"
stated that many reqional
and
district
offices
were not performinq
the follow-up
portion
of the
COC Proqram in accordance
with existinq
procedures
and manv
problems were not beinq identified.
The report
stated
that SBA
did not have the staff
to carry out its procedures.
Major
our

sample

variances
we noted
cases follow:

between

procedures

--In 84 of 146 cases for which information
the first
contact
was made bv telephone,
visit
as SBA procedures
reauire.

and practices

in

was available,
not bv a site

109 of 143 cases for which
information
was
--In
the first
contact
was from 21 to 438 workdays
The Director,
Office
of
contract
award date.
Assistance,
told us that this visit
should be
1 month of the contract
award date.

available,
after
the
Industrial
made within

We noted also that in 22 of 76 production
contracts
for which
information
was available,
the first
contact
was made after
the
first
scheduled
product deliverv
date.
Further,
SBA's files
showed that 64 percent of all monitorinq
contacts
were made bv
SBA's files
also showed that 50 of 159 contracts
for
telephone.
which information
was available
were totally
monitored
bv
were not monitored.
telephone,
and 16 of the 159 contracts
Performance
problems not always
----- identified
-I
25 contracts
in our sample were
Accordinq
to SBA files,
In 12 of
reported
delinauent
sometime durinq
the contract
life.
the contracts,
SBA was not aware of a potential
problem before the
contract
became delinauent.
For example, SRA made its first
monitorinq
contact
on one contract
over 1 month after
the first
delivery
was due on the items under production.
At the time of
that visit,
the items had been delivered
and returned
to the
contractor
for reworkins
because thev did not meet contract
specifications.
The contractor
apparently
could not make the item
in accordance
with reauired
tolerances
and, as a result,
the
contract
was terminated
for default.
Throuqh its monitorinq
activities,
however, SBA identified
a
potential
problem in 8 of 25 contracts
(about 32 percent),
before
the contract
became delinquent.
The files
indicated
that SBA
attempted
to assist
the contractor
in four of the eiqht cases.
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For example, during
a site visit
to one firm the SBA
while the contract
was on schedule,
a
representative
noted that,
cash flow problem had developed.
SBA attempted
to help the firm
While the file
did not
obtain
a working capital
loan from a bank.
show whether the firm received
a loan, the firm continued
to have
and eventually
the contract
was terminated.
financial
problems,
For the remaining
five contracts,
the files
did not show whether
SBA became aware of the problem before or after
the delinquency.
SBA's files
showed limited
communication
between SBA and the
contracting
agencies on these 25 contracts.
For instance,
available
evidence
showed that SBA notified
the responsible
contracting
officer
of a problem in two of the eight contracts
on
which it identified
a performance
problem before the delinquency.
Similarly,
the files
showed that SBA learned
about a performance
problem from the contracting
agency in six cases.
In each case,
however, the contract
was delinquent
by the time the contracting
agencies notified
SBA of the problem.
Observations
SBA increased
its staffing
of the COC program by 8 employees
in fiscal
year 1985,
and plans to add another
9 employees during
fiscal
year 1986,
for an increase
of about 59 percent
in staff
resources.
Notwithstanding
these increases,
the Director,
Office
of Industrial
Assistance,
told us that because of increased
referrals
and applications
SBA would not have the staff
to carry
out the monitoring
activities
as required
by its procedures.
While monitoring
activities
have been less than required,
SBA has
not formally
set priorities
for its monitoring
activities
nor
revised
its requirements
to reflect
its views of staffing
availability.
In commenting on our draft
report,
SBA officials
gave us a
copy of a May 1981 memorandum sent to the regional
offices
that
suggested ways to prioritize
COC cases for monitoring.
Also, they
told us that an April
1985 COC workshop was held for industrial
speeial,ists
that included
a segment on ways to prioritize
COC
cases for monitoring.
SBA officials
recognized
that all the
regjions were not staffed
to carry out these priorities
when they
did' their
monitoring.
Therefore,
they said that they planned to
formalize
monitoring
priorities
in relation
to staffing
availability
in revised
procedures
that are expected
to be issued
in June 1986.
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SECTION 10
CONTRACTING OFFICERS' OPINIONS
OF COC PROGRAMARE MIXED
o A Majority
of Contracting
to a GAO Survey Reported:

Officers

Responding

--

COC Contractors
Performed
as Well as Non-COC Contractors

--

SBA Monitoring
Activities
Were Less Than Adequate

--

CCC Program Benefited
Small Businesses
But Did Not Benefit
the Federal Government

o Forty-eight
Percent Responded That the COC
Review Process was Effective,
39 Percent
Responded That it was Ineffective,
and 13
Percent Responded That They had No Basis
on Which to Judge

I

o Contracting
Officers'
Knowledge of the COC
Program and the Level of their
COC Activity
May Have Influenced
Their Views of the Program
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CONTRACTING OFFICERS' OPINIONS OF COC PROGRAM
ARE MIXED
To obtain
the views of government procurement
contracting
officers
on the COC Program, we sent a questionnaire
to 402
contracting
officers
who referred
a prospective
contractor
during
the first
9 months of fiscal
year 1985 to 1 or more of the 5 SBA
regional
offices
included
in our review.
Of the 402 contracting
327, or 81 percent,
officers,
responded to our questionnaire.
The
contracting
officers
responding
represented
many government
agencies but, as would be expected based on the sample
of COC
of them -- about 94
cases (see appendix I), a high percentage
percent -- were from GSA and DOD.
Comparing COC and non-COC contracts,
contracting
officers
judged the COC Program favorably
in terms of timeliness
and
frequency
of contract
completion , quality
of goods and services
delivered,
and benefits
to small
businesses.
On the other hand,
contracting
officers'
views were less favorable
with respect
to
benefits
to the federal
government,
SBA monitoring
and follow-up
activities,
and monitoring
required
by their
agencies.
Responses
to key questions
are summarized in this section,
and a copy of the
questionnaire
and responses
are included
in appendix
II of this
report.
Fifty-one
contracting
officers,
about 16 percent
of the
respondents,
businesses
that they
reported
that none of the small
referred
to SBA in fiscal
year 1985 applied
for a COC. Since we
wanted contracting
officers'
views based on recent experience
with
the COC Program, we instructed
these contracting
officers
not to
answer any further
questions.
Therefore,
the discussion
in the
remainder
of this section
applies
to the 276 contracting
officers
business
that they referred
to SBA applied
for a
who said a small
COC during
fiscal
year 1985.
Sixty-one
percent
of the contracting
officers
reported
that
they awarded 100 or fewer contracts
in fiscal
year 1985.
Sixty-slix
percent
of the contracting
officers
had contracting
authority
of over Sl million.
In terms of years of government
procurement
experience,
12 percent
had 1 to 5 years of experience,
25 percent
had 6 to 10 years,
19 percent
had 11 to 15 years,
18
percent
had 16 to 20 years,
and 26 percent
had more than 20 years.
Most contracting
officers
reported
little
COC activity
in
fiscal
year 1985.
The questionnaire
responses
showed that 169,
about 61 percent,
of the contracting
officers
referred
5 or fewer
cases to SBA for a COC determination,
30 percent
referred
between
5 and 20 cases, and 9 percent
referred
over 20 cases.
According
to SBA, contractor
performance
in terms of
delinquencies,
terminations,
and quality
of goods or services
key measures of the success of the COC Program.
The majority
contracting
officers
responding
to our questionnaire
reported

4 1.

are
of

that performance
on contracts
awarded to COC recipients
in each of
these areas was about the same as or better
than contracts
awarded
to small businesses
that were not COG recipients.
Fifty-six
percent
of the contracting
officers
said that COC recip.ients'
contracts
were behind schedule or delinquent
about the same as or
less often than similar
contracts
awarded to small businesses
without
a COC. Porty-five
percent
of the contracting
officers
reported
that COC recipients'
contracts
were behind schedule or
delinquent
more often than contracts
awarded to small businesses
without
a COC.
In the area of contract
terminations
for default,
which is a
relatively
rare occurrence,
according
to SBA and contracting
58 percent
of the contracting
officers
reported
agency officials,
that COC and non-COC contractors
performed
about the same. The
percentages
of contracting
officers
who reported
that COC
recipients'
were terminated
for default
more often or less often
than non-COC recipients
were about 22 and 20 percent,
respectively.
On the question
of whether the delivered
goods or services
met or were meeting the contract
specifications,
62 percent
of the
respondents
reported
that each group of contractors
performed
about equally.
Twenty-eight
percent
of the contracting
officers
answered that COC recipients
delivered
goods or services
that met
or are meeting the contract
specifications
less often than non-COC
responded that COC recipients
contractors,
and 10 percent
delivered
goods and services
in accordance
with specifications
more often than non-COC recipients.
With respect
to the review process,
48 percent
of the
contracting
officers
reported
that SBA's review process was very
or generally
effective
in ensuring
that only responsible
small
percent
of the
businesses
are granted COCs. Thirty-nine
contracting
officers
reported
that SBA procedures
were
ineffective,
and 13 percent
indicated
they had no basis on which
to judge SBA procedures.
In comparing SBA criteria
for measuring
'the responsibility
of small businesses
with the criteria
used by
their
own agency, 46 percent
of the respondents
reported
SRA
criteria
were somewhat or much less effective,
27 percent
responded that SSA criteria
were as effective
as or more effective
and 27 percent
responded that they had no
than their
own agencies:
basis on which to answer.
familiarity
with SBA's COC
The level of contracting
officers'
review process varied widely.
Twenty-three
percent
of the
contracting
officers
reported
that they had great or very great
34 percent
reported
some to little
or no familiarity,
familiarity,
and 43 percent
reported
moderate familiarity.
Regarding
the benefit
of the COC Program to the federal
government
and to small businesses,
the majority
of the
contracting
officers
reported
that it was of great benefit
to
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but of only some or little
benefit
to the
small businesses,
Fifty-eight
percent
of the contracting
federal
government.
officers
said the COC Program was of great benefit
to small
compared to only 14 percent
reporting
it was of great
businesses,
benefit
to the federal
government.
In response to the question
on adequacy of monitoring
and
58 percent
of the contracting
follow-up
on contractor
performance,
officers
reported
that SBA monitoring
and follow-up
on contractor
Only about 10
performance
was adequate half the time or less.
percent of the contracting
officers
rated SRA monitoring
and
About one-third
of the
follow-up
adequate most of the time.
contracting
officers
reported
they had no basis on which to judge
SBA monitoring
and follow-up.
Reqardinq
their
own agency's monitoring
of contracts
with COC
recipients
as compared to contracts
with small businesses
without
of contracting
officers
reported
that CCC
a COC, 55 percent
contracts
required
more monitoring.
Forty-one
percent
of the
contracting
officers
reported
that COC and non-COC contracts
required
about the same amount of monitoring.
Contracting
officers'
knowledge of COC procedures
level of COC activity
may have influenced
their
opinions
of COC Program

and

Our analysis
of questionnaire
responses
showed that as
contracting
officers'
reported
knowledge of the COC process
increased
and the level of COC activity
increased,
they tended to
be more critical
of the COC Program.
We also noted that,
as their
knowledge increased,
contracting
officers
tended to view the COC
Program as more beneficial
to the federal
government.
We did not,
however, note any major differences
in the contracting
officers'
responses when grouped by their
agency.
Of those contracting
officers
who said they had great or very
great familiarity
with SBA's review process,
53 percent
rated it
as generally
or very ineffective,
compared to only about 40
percent of those who rated their
knowledge of SBA's procedures
as
moderate or just some. Also, as contracting
officers'
reported
familiarity
with the COC review process increased,
their
views of
the Program's
benefit
to the federal
government
also increased.
For example,
30 percent
of the contracting
officers
who reported
a
great familiarity
with the COC process responded that the COC
Program qreatly
benefited
the government
as compared to only 9 and
3 percent,
respectively,
of those who reported
moderate or just
some knowledge of the COC process.
To analyze responses based on the number of COCs issued,
we
divided
the contracting
officers
who reported
that one of their
contractors
had applied
to SBA for a COC during
fiscal
year 1985
into four groups based on the number of COCs awarded in fiscal
no COCs awarded, one or two COCs awarded, three to
year 1985:
five COCs, and six or more COCs. We found that generally
the
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contracting
officers
who reported
no COC awards responded more
favorably
about the COC Program than those who had one or more
contractors
who received
a COC. For example, only 35 percent
of
the contracting
officers
with no COC contracts
reported
that SBA
criteria
for measuring
the responsibility
of small businesses
were
This compares
less effective
than their
own agency's
criteria.
with 72 percent
of the contracting
officers
who reported
one or
two or more than five COC contracts
and 57 percent
of the
contracting
officers
with three to five COC contracts.
A higher percentage
of contracting
officers
with no COC
contracts
reported
that the COC Program was of great or very great
benefit
to the federal
government
than did contracting
officers
in
Twenty nine percent
of the
groups
with one or more COC contracts.
contracting
officers
who reported
no COC contracts
responded that
the COC Program was of great or very great benefit
to the federal
compared with 8 to 14 percent
of the contracting
government,
officers
in the groups with one or more COCs.
Contract
performance
in terms of delinquencies
and
terminations
over the last three years was another area in which
contracting
officers
who had reported
having no small businesses
with COCs during
fiscal
year 1985 rated the COC Program more
favorably
than did those who had one or more COCs. Only 21
percent
of the contracting
officers
with no COCs reported
that COC
contracts
were delinquent
more often than non-COC contracts,
compared with 42 percent
of the contracting
officers
with one or
two COC contracts
and 56 percent of those with three or more COC
Regarding
terminations,
only 9 percent
of the
contracts.
contracting
officers
with no COC contracts
in fiscal
year 1985
reported
that COC contracts
were terminated
or defaulted
more
compared with 20 percent
of
often than non-COC contracts,
contracting
officers
reporting
one or two COC contracts,
26
percent
of those reporting
three to five COC contracts
and 28
percent of those reporting
six or more COC contracts.
Written
comments
were critical

on COC Program

Forty-five
percent
of the respondents
on the space
comments, which were optional,
The comments were generally
questionnaire.
Program, but in some cases suggestions
for
Some of the more frequent
comments were:
--CCC applications
--SBA

is biased

--SBA awards
contractor

are automatically
in favor

of small

the COC and then
performance,

takes
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included
written
provided
on the
critical
of the COC
improvements
were made.

approved,
business,
no responsibility

for

--the COC Program should not be applicable
business
set-aside
program,
and
--the COC Program should
certain
dollar
limit.

not

apply

to the

to contracts

small

below

a

SECTION

11

DATA INDICATES THAT COC AND NON-COC
CONTRACTORS PERFORMED SIMILARLY

o Past Studies
Reported
in Performance

Little

Difference

o Current
Test of Contractinq
Activities
at Two Locations
Confirm Earlier
Study

Results

o Overall
Statistical
Data Lackinq to Compare
Performance
of COC and Non-COC Contractors
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DATA INDICATES THAT COC
AND NON-COC CONTRACTORSPERFORM
SIMILARLY
-Prior reviews reported
by us and the Defense Technical
Information
Center indicated
that small businesses
that are
awarded contracts
after
COCs were issued performed
similarly
to
small businesses
awarded contracts
without
COCs. During a 1980
review of the COC Program at the request
of the Chairman,
Senate
Select Committee on Small Business,
and Senator Jim Sasser, GAO
compared contract
performance
between 12 contracts
GSA awarded
after COCs were issued and 11 contracts
GSA awarded without
COCs.
The results
were:
--Goods or services
contracts.

were delivered

late

in 7 of the

--Goods or services
contracts
awarded

were delivered
without
COCs.

late

in

10

of the

12 COC
11

Further,
during
a 1983 review of the COC Program, performed
at the request
of Defense Personnel
Support Center officials,
we
compared the performance
on 41 contracts
awarded without
COCs with
79 contracts
awarded after
SBA issued COCs. We noted:
--Twenty
of the 41 contracts
awarded
completed
more than 30 days late.
were terminated
for default.

without
COCs were
None of the contracts

--Twenty-seven
of the 79 COC contracts
were completed
Another seven contracts
were
more
than 30 days late.
terminated
for default.
Air
air

Our findings
were similar
to a 1979 study published
by the
Force Institute
of Technology
on the impact COCs had on the
logistics
centers.
That study showed:
--Goods or services
'contracts.

were delivered

late

in 23 of 42 COC

--Goods or services
were delivered
awarded without
COCs.

late

in 25 of

--Four of the 42 COC contracts
and
contracts
involved
default
action.

1

of

the

40

contracts

40 non-COC

We visited
2 DOD locations
-- Army Missile
Command,
Huntsville,
Alabama, and San Antonio Air Logistics
Center,
Kelly
Air Force Base, Texas -- and compared the contractor's
performance
and 20 non-COC contracts.
on 18 COC contracts
The contracts
at
each location
were similar
in size and type of items procured.
We
observed that:
--Eight
days.

of

18 COC contracts

were delinquent
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by more than

30

--Eight
of 20 contracts
by more than 30 days.
--Two
for

COC contracts
default.

awarded

without

COCs were delinquent

and two non-COC contracts

were terminated

We contacted
DLA, Army, Navy,
Air Force, and GSA officials
to
determine
whether they had specific
information
on COC contract
performance.
We were told that their
information
systems did not
identify
COC contracts
in this manner.
Also, these officials
said
they were not aware of any other studies
that compared performance
between COC and non-COC contracts.
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12

SBA SAVINGS ESTIMATES
MANY ERRORS

CONTAIN

o About One-Third
of the Sample Cases on Which SBA
Calculated
Savings Contained
Errors
o SBA Underestimated
Sample Cases

Savings

by

About

$184,000

in

o The Formula SBA Uses to Calculate
Savings When it
Does Not Have a Second Low Bid Resulted
in a
Conservative
Estimate
for the Sample Cases

5n

SBA SAVINGS ESTIMATES
CONTAIN MANY ERRORS
Our analysis
of SBA's reported
savings on the COC Program
The
identified
errors
in about 32 percent
of our sample cases.
errors
included
both underestimates
and overestimates
of savings
and $911,000,
respectively,
for a net
amounting to $1,095,000
under-reporting
of savings of $184,000 on 171 cases in our
SBA calculates
the savings from the COC Program as the
sample.
difference
between the applicant's
bid price and the next lowest
According
to SBA's Director,
Office
of Industrial
bid.
SBA uses the savings estimates
in congressional
budget
Assistance,
hearings
and in publications
on the COC Program, and they are some
indication
of the program's
benefits.
years

SBA's reported
savings for
are shown in the following

for

the

last

5

SBA Reported Savings on COCs
12.1:
For Fiscal
Years 1981-1985

Table

Fiscal

all 10 regions
table:

Direct
awards

cots

year

-------(thousands)-------

231
1,570

1982

24,422

1983

23,815

972

'I 984

20,974

552

819 a 5,

24,565

Total

bid,

$

$ 22,023

1981

1,313
$4,638

$115,799

If the next lowest bid is not known, or if
SBA estimates
the savings by the following
--lo

percent
$999,999,

of

--5

percent
and less

--2

percent
of
$19,999,999.

the applicant's

bid

of the bid if the bid
than $19,999,999,
and
the bid

if

the bid
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if

there is only one
percentage
method:

the bid

is

is greater

than

is greater

than

less

than

S999,999

SBA records
showed that it used the next lowest bid to
estimate
savings
in 82 of the cases in our sample and the
percentage
method to estimate
savings for 89 cases in our sample.
Our analysis
of SBA's calculations
of savings showed that errors
occurred
in:
--35 cases where the percentage
method was used, even though
the second low bid was available
in the regional
office
files:
cases

--IO

where

there

were clerical

or mathematical

errors;

and
--lo

cases where the contract
was not awarded after
the COC
was issued,
or the COC was denied but the case was included
in the savings calculations,
or a variety
of other reasons.

Because SBA officials
used the percentage
method to estimate
savings
in over half the cases in our sample but could not provide
the rationale
for establishing
the method, we compared the
percentages
in SBA's method with the actual
percentages
for the
111 cases in our sample for which SBA used the next lowest bid to
calculate
the savings,
or where we found the next low bid in the
files.
Table 12.2 shows that the percentage
SBA uses to estimate
savings
in the absence of a second lowest bid in 111 cases are
lower than the percentage
we calculated.
Table 12.2:

Savings as a Percent of Bid Prices for
GAOSample Cases
Numberof
GAOsample
cases

Tbtal
bid
price

102

$19,404,752

$2,996,356

15.4

'wre than $999,999 but
less than $19,999,999

9

$12,681,433

$ 847,259

6.7

More than $19,999,999

0

Cases where applicants'
bid price was:
Less than $999,999

0
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Total
savings

0

Savings as
a percent of
bid price

0
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OTHER MATTERS

0 COC Program Involves
Many Industries
o Most COC Recipients
One COC

Have Only

o SRA's and Contracting
Agencies'
Interpretations
of Contractor
Performance
Performances
Differ

54

OTHER MATTERS
---.we found that COC applications
were
In the five
SRA reqions,
not hiqhly
concentrated
in anv one industrv,
and that less than 7
awarded more than three COCs. We
percent
of
the
companies
were
also noted that SRA's interpretation
of contractor
performance
for
manv cases in our sample was more favorable
than the contracting
cateqorization
of contractor
performance
on the same
aqencies'
contract.
CCC Proqram
-----

involves

many

---industries

Products
and services
provided
under COC contracts
include
a
ranqe
of industries
and are not concentrated
in a limited
nnmher
of Standard
Industrial
Classification
(SIC) codes.2
In
onlv
8 SIC codes contained
more
than
as shown in Table 13.1,
fact,
of 287 COC cases were
5 of our sample cases, and our sample
amonq
143 SIC codes.
distributed

wide

Table
s-s

13.1:

.-Freuuency-nistribction

Groupinq nf STC codes
bv number of cases
------With
With
With
With

over

10 sample

cases

6

10

cases

to

sample

of COC
--- Cases
---- to
Number of
SIC codes
u-m-

2 to 5 sample cases
1 sample case
Total

17.4
10.8
40.4

-90

ti

2The Standard
Industrial
Classification
codes
field
of
economic
activities
under which all
classified.

Codes

Percent of sample
in these SIC codes

4
4
45

143
-
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SIC

100.0

cover the entire
industries
are

Table 13.2 shows the SIC industries
sample COC cases.

Table

with

SIC Industries
Containing
Number of COC Contracts

13.2:

more than

five

the Largest
Number of
sample cases

SIC Industry
Aircraft
parts and auxiliary
equipment,
N.E.C.a

14

Cleaning
and maintenance
services
for dwellings
and other buildings,
14

N.E.C.

Repair shops and related
services,
N.E.C.

11

Radio and television
transmitting,
and detection
equipment
signaling,
and apparatus

11

Canvas and related

Valves and pipe fittings
brass goods)
plumbers'
Machinery,
N.E.C.
I

Motor

vehicle

(except
parts

9

products
(except

8

electrical)

8

and accessories

6

which means that a related
activity
aNot elsewhere
classified,
that is not clearly
included
within
another SIC industry
would
be included
here.
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J

SIC industries
for similar
products
or services
are
categorized
into 65 major industry
groups,
such as business
To determine
if products
services
or transportation
equipment.
and services
provided
under COC contracts
were concentrated
in
we combined the COC cases by major
these more general
groupings,
Table 13.3 shows the major industry
groups that included
group.
the highest
number of our sample cases and the number of cases.

Table

Major Groups Containing
the Largest
of COC Cases in GAO Sample

13.3:

Major

Number of
sample cases

groups

Fabricated
metal products,
except
and transportation
equioment
Rusiness

machinery

services

Transportation

equipment

except

Miscellaneous

37
34
28

Electrical
and electronic
equipment
and supplies
Machinery,

Number

machinery,
24

electrical

repair

21

services

18

Apparel and other furnished
products
made from fabrics
and similar
material

18

Chemical

13

and allied
- special

Construction
Furniture

products
trade

contractors

and fixtures

8

These 10 major industry
groups included
213
the 287 cases in our sample.
The remaining
cases were distributed
among 31 other major
Most COC contractors

have only

12

or about 74 percent
26 percent
of our
industry
groups.

of

one COC

SBA's management information
system, which was automated
the name of each firm referred
for
in fiscal
year 1980, contains
COC and such information
as whether the firm applied
for a COC,
whether a COC was approved or d$?nied, and how the firm performed
57

a

on the contract.
Our analysis
of SBA records
from the beginning
of fiscal
year 1980 through the first
half of fiscal
year 1985 for
the 270 separate
firms included
in our sample showed:
--

120 firms,
recipients;

--

85, 32 percent,
COC; and

applied

--

65,

received

44 percent

24 percent,

of our sample,
for

were single

a COC but

more than

46 contractors

had 2 or 3 COCs,

--

12 contractors

received

--

7 contractors
received
32, 23, and 19).

from

4 to

more than

not

receive

a

one COC.

Our analysis
of the number of COCs issued
received
more than one COC showed:
--

did

COC

10
10

to contractors

that

COCs, and
COCs (the

highest

3 had

An objective
of the COC Program is to encourage new entrants
into the federal
procurement
market.
Eighteen
companies that
received
COCs had no sales to the federal
government
during
the 3
years prior
to their
application
for a COC.
interpretations
SBA and contracting
agencies'
contractors'
performance
differ

of

A comparison
of SBA's categorization
of contractor
performance
on 26 contracts
with the contracting
agencies'
categorization
of these same contracts
showed that in 8 cases SBA
This difference
reported
more favorable
contractor
performance.
can be attributed
in part to different
methods used by SBA and by
SBA measures contractor
performance
against
contracting
agencies.
thle date established
in contract
modifications
caused by the
the government,
or an act of God. The contracting
contractor,
agencies measure performance
against
the original
contract
completion
date unless the modification
is government-caused
or an
performance
is
act of God.
In other words, if a contractorUs
delayed due to its own performance
problems,
but the government
modifies
the contract
to reflect
a later
date for final
SBA considers
performance
in conformity
with contract
performance,
modification
to be timely,
while the contracting
agencies
generally
would not.
SRA measures its overall
program success by the performance
to a July
of contracts
awarded as a result
of a COC. According
1985
memorandum on COC Program growth by SBA's Associate
Administrator
for Procurement
Assistance,
the delinquency
or
termination
for default
rates on COC contracts
was always equal
58

to

>r better
than the total
government-wide
contract
rates.
To
lrovide
information
on the accuracy of SBA reporting
on contract
lerformance,
we compared data on the status
of 26 completed
COC
:ontracts
obtained
from the contracting
agencies
with SBA's
Fecorded contract
status.
This represented
about one-third
of the
:ompleted contracts
in our sample.
We limited
our evaluation
to
GSA and DOD contracts
because they accounted
for 71 of the 75
:ompleted contracts
in our sample.
As shown in Table 13.4, SBA
reported more favorable
contract
performance
than the contracting
lgency on 8 of the 26 contracts.
Table

13.4:

Performance
Status of COC Contracts
by Contracting
Agencies and by SBA

as Reported

Number of contracts
ontract

In time/ahead
schedule
lelinquent
days
erminations

Contracting
agencies

status

SBA

of
more than

15

23

9

1

2

2

30

In one of these cases, for example,
a contractor
had
equested and received
for monetary consideration
a 60-day
ontract
extension
and shipped the item 9 days after
the extended
ate,according
to SBA files.
SRA recorded
the contract
as
ompleted on time, but DOD recorded
the contract
as completed
ehind schedule.
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OVERVIEW OF SAMPLE CASES
Our random sample
consisted
of 287 applications
for a COC
made during
fiscal
years 1983,
and the first
half of 1985
1984,
5 SBA regional
offices.
resulted
in:
The 287 applications
--I66

(58

percent)

approvals,

--I17

(41

percent)

denials,

--4

(1

percent)

Table I.1
regional
office.

direct

awards.

shows the number and

Table

1.1:

status

applications

of

by

of COCApplications

Status

Regional Offices

-

PhilaBoston delphia

Regional actions

I

and

Atlanta

Dallas

San
Francisco

Total

Regional approvals

9

48

31

17

54

159

Headquarters'

1

0

2

2

2

7

Direct awards

0

1

1

0

2

4

Regional denials

9

29

23

17

34

112

1

-- 0

1

5

93

287

Headquarters'

approvals

denials

- 3

Total

-

22

The reasons

for

referral

--

51

percent

for

capacity,

--

29 percent

for

credit,

--

16

percent

for

credit

--

4 percent
for
and integrity,

0
78

and the

--

58

---

36

frequency

and capacity,

-

were:

and

other reasons such as tenacity,
in addition
to capacity
and/or

perseveranc
credit.

SE
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Ninety-four
percent
of the applications
were from firms
referred
by GSA and the DOD agencies -- DLA, Army, Navy, and Air
Force.
The agencies
that referred
the remaining
6 percent
were
the Departments
of Agriculture,
Interior,
Transportation,
and
Health and Human Services;
the Veterans
Administration;
and SBA.
The applicant's
and were distributed
Table

1.2:

Bid amounts

bid prices
ranged
as follows:
Distribution

from

$1,465

to S472,132,759

of Sample Cases by Bid Price
Number of
cases

Percentage
of cases

$25,000

or Less

36

12.5

$25,001

-

$50,000

46

16.0

$50,001

-

$100,000

57

19.9

$100,001

-

$500,000

92

32.0

$500,001

-

$1,000,000

32

11.2

24

8.4

Over

$l,OOO,OOO

Total

287
=

100.0

We provide
information
on the products
and services
purchased,
prior
COP experience,
and the percentage
of the applicants'
business,with
the federal
government on pages 55 to 58 of this
report.
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II

U.S.
General
Accounting
Office
Cart i f i c8te
of Competency
Progr8m
Contracting
Officers
Questionnaire
Introduction

.

1.

The U.S.
Conoral
Accounting
Office,
8n agency
of the Congress
is conducting
8
review
of the Certificate
of Competency
(Cot)
Progr8m
8dministared
by the Sm811
Business
Administr8tion
(SBA).
Obteining
\nforration
on uhet
federel
government
contracting
officers
think
l bqut the COC
program
is en importent
p8rt
of Our
This
review
is being
done at tha
rwiw.
request
of the Committee
on Small
Busines8,
United
Stetos
Saneto.
Wa l re sending
this
quastionn8ire
to
a sample of contracting
officers
who In
fiscal
ye8r
1985 m8de rsfmrr8ls
to SBA
becauro
they
found
small businesses
with
lou contr8ct
bids
to be “nonresponsi
blew.
The Inform8tion
we get from
contr8cting
will
help
the
officers
such es yourself
Congross
consider
what
changes,
If any.
are needed
in the COC program.
Wa will
combine
the responses
we
re:aive
and report
them in summary
form to
Individual
responses
will
the Congress.
be told
how
No one will
be confidential.
The
you personally
answered
any question.
number
on the quertionneire
will
be used
It will
not
for
follow-up
purposes
only.
be used to identify
you with
your
responses.
Please
help
by completing
the
It should take no more
quostlonn8iro.
Please
Th8n
fiftoen
minutes
to complete.
soturn
it
in the self-8ddressed
business
reply
envelope
within
five
days,
if
If you h8ve 8ny questions
possible.
please
fee1
free
to call
Jim Kennedy
or
Phul Elnore
8t (202)
377-5483.
This
In the avent
number
c8n be di8led
FTS.
the envelope
is mispl8ced
ple8se
return
the quastionnrira
to the following
8ddrass:

for

8

low
ble”
of

ID (1-J)

2.

1.

C&l

Yes

2.

r&l

No ---->

3.

or less
thar. five

five

you.

(S-7)

61
i-?
L

75

-25

ii4

36

About
how
you 8W8rd
FY 1985?
tim8te
is
100 or less
101 - 200

many contracts,
as 8 contrectlng
(Enter
number,
5ufficiant.1

More than

230

in totalr
officer
your
best
C 14-16)

$

-

calculating
percentages.
they my not add to 100 percent

62

your

About
how many of the small businesses
th8t
8ppliOd
for
8 COC (reported
in
CEntrr
question
5) received
the COC?
vi11 be
number,
your
best
estimate
sufficient.)
< 11-13)

TM or less
More than two
5.

You h8ve f \ni shed
the questlonn8ire.
pla8se
r&urn
it
to the GAO tn the
anclosed
return
envelope.

About
how many of the small businesses
ynu referred
to SBA during
FT 1985
u
for
8 COC?
(Enter
number,
your
best
estimate
is sufficient.)
(8-10)
Five or less

More than
4.

(4)

During
IV 1985 about
how many Sm811
businesses
did ypu refer
to S0A
ble”?
(Enter
number,
as “nonresponsi
beet
estimate
will
be sufficient.)

Five
tkrr

Mr. Jim Kennedy
- Room 4476
U.S.
General
Accounting
Office
441 G St.,
N.W.
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Thank

During
Fiscal
Year
(FY)
1985
were yp~l 8 contrrcting
officer
contract
where
8 small
business
bidder
found
to bm “nonresponsi
applied
to the Small
Business
Administration
for
8 Certific8te
Competency?
(Check
one. I

due to

did
during
as’

APPENDIX

6.

7.

APPENDIX

II

9.

Based on your
overrll
experience.
hou
much benefit,
if any,
does the COC
program
provide
to the Federal
government
and to small
bueinossos?
(Check
ano for
each. )

10.

Consider
those
contracts
you awardad
to
small
businesses
that
umra racipients
of
COC’s during
tha past
3 yaars.
Ovarall,
did the COC covarad
contracts
result
in
the following
outcomas
mora oftut,
less
often.
or as oftan
as similar
contracts
awarded
to saall
businesses
without
COC’st
(Check
one for
aach.1

In your
opinion,
how bffective
Or
ineffective
is the SBA COC review
process
in insuring
that
only
“re&o~slble”
smell
(Chock
burinesmog
are grantad
COCe?
one.)
(17)
Very
effective
1. [&I
2.

&I

Gonarally

l ffectivo

J.

rgl

Generally

ineffective

,4.

[xl

Very

5.

tQ1

No beeis

II

ineffective
to

judga

Overall,
hou does the effect
of the criterie
used by SBA
the rorponsibility
of l smel
compare
with
tho evaluation
by pro-•werd
survey
teems
lt
(Check
one. 1

ivmnmss
to moJmJrm
1 business
cri tori l usmd
your
l gancy?
( 18)

1.

tll

SBA cri
effective

terie

much

more

2.

[&I

SBA crlteri
effective

J somswhet

3.

[JJI

SBA critmri
effective

l

8bout

4.

tJZit1

SBA criteri
affective

l

someuhet

5.

121

SBA criteri
effect
Ive

l

much

more

(22-25)
as

loss

/’4
.’-

less

Ir

1.
.

6.

t&‘l

No besi

II. O~orall~
ni th
one.)

tb

s to

judge

how much femilierity
do you heva
SBA COC roview
process?
(Chack

2.

(19)
1.

[&I

Very

Contrect
or ehaed
St-~@

on
of

Contrect
hind
schadulti
liwnt

beda-

1
-

‘L’

s’

4

41

32

9

19
-

26

-7

14

58

10

2

7

62

16

42

Y

groat
3.

2. [ - 1’3 Great

Contract
mineted/

tarde-

fault
3.

[%I

Moderate

4.

rJJl

Some

5.

121

Little,

4.

or

none

63

Delivered
goods
or services
met or
are meeting
contrect
spocificetian3

21
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i01lod1.g
tha award
of COC by SEA, hou
if l vir,
do you believe
SBA edmoftef‘il
quetmly
monitors
and follows-up
on the
pmrformence
of the contractor_
who
rmcmtvod
the COC?
<ChWt
ona for eech.1
(26-27)

1.

Adequately

2.

Adequately
f--u0

/>

&I

12.

1

13.

9

1221

Much

2.

CUl

Sommuhat

3.

t4_Ll

Semm amount

4.

rll

Somewhat

5.

rr’l

Much

/

tQl

Onm to

flue

CEI

Six

tan

tE1

Eleven

tfil

Sixteen

tzl

More then

the

to

to

fifteen

to

twenty
twenty

lwml
of your
contracting
lmvml Of urrrant?
(Check

4

13

41

32,

What is
authority
one. 1

3

12

43

32-

1.

tu1

up to

~100,000

2.

rg1

up to

8500,000

s.

Cl1

up

~1,000,000

4.

1661 Over

more

lrse

2.

tJ1

Often

3.

Cl-T]

Occasionally

4.

(21

Seldom
Never

16.

monitoring
more
of

lass

.ronitoring
monitoring

or

to

81.000~000~

If you have l ny further
comments
about
the COC program
or COC contrects.
including l ny suggestions
for
progr8m
improvements,
please
write
them below
(if
more
space
needed
please
contlnum
on beck).

Made comment - 45
Did not comment - 55

monitoring

monitoring

Hou often.
if wmrr
have you OS l contracting
officer
overruled
l
negative
pre-award
rurvey,
end medm the l uard
to
small buslners
contractor
prlmrri
ly to
avoid
any delay
l ssocirtmd
nith
the SBA
COC program?
(Check
one. 1
(29)
1.
C-J.1 Very often

c ;:73:e)

government
procure:)’
heve?
(Check
one.)

(Jl)

1

I.

5 . [f&l

Hou many years
of
8xpmrfmncm
do you

(JO)

Comperod
with
contracts
awarded
to smell
l
COC, hou much
businessms
without
contract
pmrformancm
monitoring
do smell
burinosser
who uerm recipients
of a
COC typically
require
by your
agency?
(Check
one. 1
(26)

c
$

(a.

II

l

(32)

4.

1

II z
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